Sardinia June 2017
71 miles, nearly 3 capsizes, 2 tows, 1 disembarkation, 1 dive
Thanks to Andrew for organising another memorable sea kayaking week with good food, good
company, and skills development.

Arriving
Some people came a week early and had a preview of the paddling (Norma, Andrew, Michele),
some people came a few days early (John), some people flew in that morning (Aidan, Derek,
Emily, Jenny, Morten, Peter), some flew in that afternoon (Amanda, Carole, Jonathan, me, Phil,
Suki), and some came by ferry (Paola). By late afternoon we had all arrived and had realised that
the hotel (Norma, Andrew, Jonathan, Paola, Peter, Suki, John, Carole) and the apartments
(Amanda, Jenny, Michele, me, Derek, Morten, Phil) weren't as close as we had thought. And
Jonathan had started the first of the 500 km he was to drive over the week, and earnt our huge
gratitude for doing so.
That evening we had the first drive from Rocco Sarde to, the nearest town, San Pantaleo to have
dinner, and discovered the pizza restaurant with free limoncello. Today was also the beginning of
Paola's fantastic translation service. We also discovered that it was a lovely walk back from the
road to the apartments, admiring the stars and the planets, as long as you didn't walk too fast.
Straight into it 8 miles
Like all paddling mornings this week, the day started with Jonathan driving down to the
apartments to pick up the 7 of us and our gear, to take us to the hotel where we all meet up
before leaving together. On route to the launch we stop at a supermarket to buy lunch, which
means we get on the water late morning.
This year we didn't start paddling on a quiet, flat sheltered paddle. We launched from the harbour
at Palau, to the dulcet tones of a beachgoer letting us know his displeasure at being disturbed.
We paddled towards Punta Capo dell’Orso (lighthouse) and crossed to Isola Santo Stefano where
we had lunch, watching out for boats in the busy, swelly, shipping lane.
Each day 2 of us were Taran's [the guide] helpers, and today was Michele and my day. As we
crossed back to Punta Capo dell’Orso, into a headwind, Michele was kept busy helping Suki with
her wayward boat that was too big for her. I was at the back and kept counting, and recounting,
the boats as we kept paddling through a mild swell, to test our seaworthiness, to Spiaggia di Vena
Longa. The tone of the trip was set here when Taran was asked where the ice-cream shop was disappointingly there wasn't one on this beach. We then paddled back to Palau, and luckily (?) I
counted back in the same number of boats that had left. Phil and Paola look like they didn't just
survive, but thrived, during their first day sea kayaking!

Tonight we discovered the ice cream shop in San Pantaleo, opposite Pizzeria Ichnos - delicious!

Just around the headland 12.7 miles (is that all?), 2 tows, 1 capsize
We launched from Spiaggia La Marinella, and stopped at Cala Sabina (or thereabouts) for a short
break, as it wouldn't be long to lunch - just around the headland. And then we started paddling
again around Punta del Canigione where Aidan capsized and was rescued by Derek. People
started flagging so we stopped to get snacks out. But the swell was such that stopping made
some people feel seasick, so then we kept paddling, as lunch was just around the headland.
When we got to Capo Figari, with the swells now so large you couldn't see the boat in front of you
when it was in a trough, and the headwind continuing, and the headland continuing, some of us
wondered if there was an easier way to do this. And there was! Michele and Peter put their
towlines to use with Jenny, with seasickness, and Derek to get them past the headland and to
Isola di Figarolo where we stopped for lunch. While eating lunch we spotted the dolphins oﬀshore,
nosing around the fish farms. After lunch Jenny, Morten and I snorkelled, Aidan and Emily
practised rolling, and those with the energy paddled counterclockwise around Isola di Figarolo
before we went back into Golfo Aranci, landing at Cala Moresca (or thereabouts).
Somehow the aparmenteers still had enough energy to walk up the hill, to the hotel, for dinner
with the hoteleers (and back down again)

Derek going around the headland

A taste of Brexit 8.7 miles
We launched from Golfo di Cugnana to the dulcet tones of an Italian telling us we couldn't launch
from the 30 metres of beach we were on [Taran knew the owner so we could]. We paddled
towards Porto Rotondo, and crossed back to Portisco where a German informed us we couldn't
land on a private jetty at the bottom of a lovely lawn. Michele replied that we weren't planning on
landing, and we all kept paddling wondering why we needed to be told we couldn't land
somewhere we didn't want to land. We spotted a coﬀee shop at Spiaggia Razza di Juncu, so
stopped for coﬀee & ice-cream, somewhat to Taran's bemusement. And Phil had the bright idea
of booking us in there for dinner as the location was so good - little did we know then what we
were agreeing to.

We stopped at Spiaggia InstaSardegna, a nice sheltered bay for lunch. Sheltered bay means
rolling practice! Norma and Andrew practice rescues; Andrew, Peter, and Michele look like they
are rolling eﬀortlessly. Until Michele looks like she has lost the plot, and puts a paddle float on her
foot while practising a self rescue. While it looks odd, it works, and she is back in the boat in no
time. Emily is also using a paddle float, after some persuasion from Jonathan, and is rolling again.
We then paddled the most direct way back to Golfo di Cugnanato, admiring the superyachts in
the harbour on the way past.
Dinner - hmmm- lovely location right on the ocean; very quiet; nice food; and if only that was the
end of the story. Beginners mistake 1: we hadn't checked the prices before agreeing to eat there.
Beginners mistake 2: we didn't ask the price of the specials we ordered. Beginners mistake 3: it
was the only night that we had no native Italian speaker with us [Paola was having s quiet night].
The bill was mighty large, and the number of dishes on it was more than we had ordered. Phil
tried to sort it. I tried to sort it. Emily tried to sort it. We were visibly ageing trying to sort it, it was
taking so long. So we each paid a couple of euros more and left quickly.

Before dinner

Nice houses 9.9 miles, 1 disembarkation

Preparing to launch
We launched from Spiaggia Le Vecchio Saline; we now have a slick routine to check the skeg on
the boats just after we have got on the water, somehow hoping that the ones that didn't work
yesterday have been fixed even though the boats have been on the trailer overnight. We paddled
towards Capo Ceraso past some more very large houses, with very nice views. At the Isola Barca
Sconce, which looked like a pile of rocks, Emily had the need to get out and have her photo
taken.

Why is Emily standing on a pile of rocks?
We stopped at Spiaggia Capo Ceraso for lunch and Emily once again demonstrated her
perseverance, rolling up on her 6th attempt. Michele was also persevering with self-rescues, this
time a re-entry self rescue despite "help" from Peter. Jenny, Morten and Paola tried snorkelling
although it was a bit rough and Paola came oﬀ worse for wear after meeting a rock.

We paddled past Spiaggia del Dottore and Sas Enas Appara, cross towards Punta Corallina,
paddle past Porto San Paolo, crossed the harbour and landed amongst the boats at Porto Cala
Finanza.
Dinner again at Pizzeria Ichnos.

Spiaggia Capo Ceraso
Circumnavigation 7 miles
Today we are back to Palau, where we launched from on the first day, to circumnavigate the Isola
Santo Stefano. We are now old hands at negotiating the swell and the shipping (ok maybe not old
hands, but we are at least getting used to it), so we have an uneventful trip around the island,
rockhopping along the way, making sure we aren't too close to the rocks. We pass Isolotto Roma
and the loud music blaring out as fast as we can, and make sure we aren't too close to the navy
base even though it looks like it would be fun to go under the jetties. We had lunch on the island
and then paddled back to Palau.

Morten with his Greenland paddle
Taran sorted insurance out so that Amanda can drive his car, so Jonathan doesn't need to pick us
up tonight! And we are back to the pizza place with free limoncello for dinner.

The apartmenteers minus Phil

A new trip leader 13 miles, nearly 2 capsizes, 1 dive
Emily is our trip leader today, to give her practice at leading trips on the sea. It is the only day that
we see a map at the morning briefing, which we enjoyed, and we find out who has a first aid kit...
We launch from Spiaggia Piccolo Pevero, and paddle towards Isole le Nibani. As there is a bit of
swell Emily pairs each of us with a buddy to paddle with, and rescue if need be. Derek is my
buddy, so we stick close to each other as we head away from the mainland. Oh no, amidst the
swell Aidan, at the back with Peter, Andrew, Norma and Taran, has fallen in. Emily tells the rest of
us to stop behind a sheltered rock. So we raft up, with Michele in charge of us, while Emily goes
to check on Aidan who is being rescued by his buddy, Peter. And Emily passed that test, which
Taran had set up.
We watch out for speedboats as we pass the inside of Isola delle Rocche, before stopping at
Spiaggia Liscia Ruja for lunch. As we head around the first headland after lunch, Derek capsized
and was swiftly rescued by Peter [we were no longer buddied up] and we paddled on until Derek
realised that he had dropped his camera when he capsized. Derek, Peter, Taran and Morten head
back to see if they can find it, and we wait around for them. and we wait, and we wait. Improbably
they found the camera, and Derek had dived down 15 feet to get it! We paddled past the
superyachts again to land at Golfo di Cugnana.

Waiting for the camera

Dinner was at the balcony at the apartments, so no-one has to drive and everyone can drink if
they wish. Many hands made light work to help prepare, and clear, a 3 course meal, plus
limoncello.

Something for everyone 10.4 miles
For some people it was starting to feel like a lot of paddling in a week, with no rest day, so we
voted on whether to have a short 8 mile, calm, paddle, or a longer, rougher, one to end the week.
The short calm paddle won – although that's not quite what happened.
We launched at Cala Moresca (Golfo Aranci), just around from the infamous headland, and
paddled out to the fish farm looking for dolphins. We had a lovely experience seeing quite a few
dolphins (or maybe the same dolphins quite a few times) while we slowly paddled past the fish
farm. We then did a counterclockwise circumnavigation of Isola di Figarolo, under the jetty at
Golfo Aranci, and stopped near the underwater mermaid for ice-cream and coﬀee. Lunch today
was at Spiaggia Bianca, another nice sheltered bay. Doctor Roll (aka Jonathan) got Paola, Aidan,
and me rolling with some astute diagnosis and suggestions for remediation.
After lunch we went into a headwind with a bit of swell and were glad we weren't going too far although no-one was sure how far we were going. When Taran stopped to ask someone on the
beach where the bay was that we were looking for and they replied 'lontano' (far) it didn't sound
good. We kept paddling into the headwind and through the swell past Isola Porri, and into
Pittolongu, and knew that we had earnt the agritourismo feast that we were to have that night. But
before we could leave the beach we had to continue (start?) the tradition of running into the ocean
with 'wild abandon'.

The final dinner
————————
Thanks to Paola for the information about the locations
Thanks to everyone for the photos
*While all the events did happen, I only knew I was writing the entire trip report sometime after the
trip finished so, they may have happened on a diﬀerent day, to diﬀerent people, in a diﬀerent
place.
Maxine

